
Ensure On-Time & Profitable
Hyperlocal Deliveries 
Scalable, Customizable SaaS Platform

The Landscape
With increasing pressure on retailers to offer hyperlocal deliveries to 

customers, the two major challenges most retailers face are on the fronts 

of how to uphold committed service levels to customers and how to do it 

profitably. To add to the complexity, there is a deluge of third-party apps 

and marketplaces that front-end this process which provides temporary 

relief to retailers but has long-term implications. Retailers need to find the 

right balance between keeping hyperlocal delivery options in-house and 

engaging with third-parties so that they remain in control of their 

customer experience and understand them better in the long run to 

continually improve on it. 

FarEye enables enterprises to orchestrate, track, and optimize their logistics operations.

Introducing FarEye

66%
Consumers expect 
same-hour delivery

90%
Consumers track
their orders online

29%
Consumers change delivery
location or time

Control Customer Experience Optimize Logistics Operations 

Manage driver onboarding, trainings through driver app

Manage shifts & rosters in real-time

Automate routing operations with real-time dynamic 
routing 

Achieve SLA compliance through delivery orchestration 

Establish real-time communication with managers & 
customers

Provide estimated time of arrival

Provide real-time tracking 

Offer contactless & cashless deliveries 

Ensure safety protocols & transparency of health check 
info of delivery staff

Achieve a high degree of personalization 

Collect digital proof of delivery & instant feedback



For more information, visit www.getfareye.com

About FarEye

FarEye’s low-code intelligent platform is powering  retailers and carriers to do faster, reliable, customer-centric deliveries 
at scale. FarEye is a low-code, Intelligent Delivery Management Platform. that makes the delivery experience better for 
everyone.

Our SaaS platform helps all types of businesses across food, grocery, furniture, pharmacy and carriers to do deliveries at 
reduced cost and high customer experience. The low-code approach provides an environment to develop applications 
with a quick turn-around time and minimal code to shorten the “concept to ship” cycle. The platform leverages millions of 
data points to predict the journey and improve delivery experience. 

Get In Touch

Schedule a FarEye demo

Email: contact@getfareye.com

Strengthen Your Delivery Ecosystem

Uber-like Tracking & Visibility
Instant track & trace visibility
Secure driver communication
Order-level ETA visibility

Contactless Deliveries
Digital proof of deliveries
Driver temperature tracking 
Integrations with compliance apps 

Dynamic Fleet Management
Onboarding temporary drivers(crowdsourcing)
App-based registration & approval workflows 
Driver operations management

Capacity Planning 
On-demand fleet allocation
Allocation based on time-slots 
Cost savings through asset-light model

Auto-Routing 
Cut empty miles with loop optimization
Machine-learning based routing 
Dynamic & real-time dynamic routing 

Stable Scalability
Speed at scale 
Agility to customize 
Enterprise-grade stability

Choices To The Consumer 
Flexible delivery slots & payment options
Special delivery instructions 
Curbside pickups, same-hour/day or next-day delivery

Key Benefits: 

Improved customer net 
promoter score

Increased on-time 
deliveries 

Contactless 
deliveries

Increased ETA
accuracy 


